The input alignment
mouse rat human hourse elefant manatee armadillo z e b r a fi s h Figure S1 . Input Alignment Characteristics. For each species, the number of nucleotides from mouse that align with this species is plotted as a fraction of the mouse genome length.
As shown in Figure S1 , well studies species with high quality genome assembly are apparently better aligned with mouse in the 60 way multiz input alignment than species with lower genome quality. In particular, we notice that a larger fraction of the mouse genome was aligned with human than with rodents (except for rat). Furthermore there are even alignment blocks which only contain mouse and zebrafish.
This additionally impairs interpretation of our results in terms of conservational deepness.
The False Discovery Rate (FDR) as a function of the input alignment
Although the RNAz class probability was calibrated to work as consistently as possible for different input alignments, our complex pipeline featuring a realignment step caused the final FDR to be highly dependent on different features of the input alignment. In a recent comparable screen by Seemann et al. [1] the calibration of the cutoff of their CMfinder score was done in a GC-dependent manner based on the FDR estimation. Since the RNAz class probability is reasonable well calibrated for GC content and overfitting has to be avoided, we choose the RNA class probability cutoff only based on the number of species in the alignment.
For the raw RNAz loci, the dependency of the FDR on the number of species ( Figure S2 ) is very strong. The lowest FDR is observed for alignments with 3 to 10 species, where the FDR lies between 20% and 30%. It is known that RNAz due to its dependency on RNAalifold has lower specificity if only 2 species are part of the input alignment, an effect which could not be compensated during the SVM calibration. For more than 10 species, we start to sample subsets of 10 species which will be classified by RNAz. Since a raw locus requires only one of 6 samples to be classified as RNA, we get a higher FDR if we sample. Furthermore, as the number of species in the input alignment increases, we can create more diverse samples, thus further increasing the chance to pick up random noise as signal.
We then looked at the FDR for alignments with only two species as a function of RNA class probability cutoff calculated by RNAz ( Figure S4 ). To achieve a FDR compareable to that of alignments with 3 to 10 species and a score cutoff of 0.5, we have to use a score cutoff of 0.99 for alignments with exactly two species.
For more than 10 species in the alignment, we observe that the number of samples which have to be classified as RNA by RNAz has an effect on the FDR (see Figure S3 ) that outweighs the effect of the score cutoff. If we count everything as hit where at least one or two samples are classified as RNA, we have a high FDR. By requiring at least 5 samples to be RNAz positive, we achieve a better FDR while retaining enough hits.
This leads to the creation of a set of high confidence loci used in the main text. Due to the realignment steps, the FDR is lowest for loci with low mean pairwise identity (MPI), as shown in Figure S5 ). (((((......) ))))))))))..) (((......) )))))))))))..))))))))))))) ((((..(......) ..))))))))))..))))))))))))..)..))..))))))) mm10.chr19 UAUGUGUGUGUAUUUUUGUGUGUACUUAUAGGUGCAUGUGUGUGUUUGUGUGUAUAUAUG 300 rn5. ..))..))))))))))))))))..))..)).......)))..)))) ..)))))))))) Figure S6 . Example of a structure with support from covarying basepairs (bold letters in the alignment) that overlaps regions masked as IMPB_1 satellite repeat [2] and RLTR20A4 [3] (Long terminal repeat of retrovirus-like element) located at chromosome 19, nucleotide 31846601 to 31846950 on the forward strand, locus1761533.. The corresponding rat sequence is annotated as two stretches of RLTR20A4 seperated by a simple TG repeat. 1  5500  other  retained_intron  20517  44633  other  processed_pseudogene  9125  44633  other  nonsense_mediated_decay  6593  44633  other  TEC  3189  44633  other  unprocessed_pseudogene  2599  44633  other  misc_RNA  566  44633  other  sense_intronic  347  44633  other  IG_V_gene  301  44633  other  transcribed_processed_pseudogene  273  44633  other  transcribed_unprocessed_pseudogene 247  44633  other  TR_V_gene  194  44633  other  IG_V_pseudogene  155  44633  other  pseudogene  95  44633  other  polymorphic_pseudogene  93  44633  other  TR_J_gene  70  44633  other  sense_overlapping  53  44633  other  TR_V_pseudogene  34  44633  other  non_stop_decay  25  44633  other  ribozyme  22  44633  other  unitary_pseudogene  21  44633  other  IG_C_gene  21  44633  other  IG_D_gene  19  44633  other  transcribed_unitary_pseudogene  14  44633  other  IG_J_gene  14  44633  other  translated_processed_pseudogene  12  44633  other  TR_C_gene  10  44633  other  TR_J_pseudogene  10  44633  other  IG_LV_gene  4  44633  other  TR_D_gene  4  44633  other  IG_D_pseudogene  3  44633  other  IG_pseudogene  2  44633  other  IG_C_pseudogene  1  44633 ((((...(((((((......) )))))).))))))) Table S4 . Genes with hits derived from the locus shown in Figure S6 . T The two most significant hits map to 3'UTR's of genes. 
Enrichment of high confidence RNAz hits in the 3'-untranslated region (3'-UTR) for Gene Ontology (GO) terms describing biological process and cellular component
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Example for an Enriched 3'-UTR Element
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